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This paper addresses two types of artifacts associated with the image sampling and reconstruction process, namely, aliasing and reconstruction distortion. Aliasing is an artifact that results from sampling a continuous signal at too low of a spatial rate relative to the input frequency content. Shannon’s sampling theorem states that discrete sampling of a signal at a uniform rate higher than twice the highest frequency in the signal, called the Nyquist rate, will allow a perfect reconstruction of the original continuous signal. However, image displays do not reconstruct images according to the ideal reconstruction equation, and, in many cases, the display uses nothing more than a sample-andhold reconstruction. It has long been known that nonideal reconstruction can lead to distortion of the image data at frequencies below the Nyquist rate. Proper recognition of the distinction between aliasing and reconstruction errors can mean the difference between accepting and avoiding artifacts. 128
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ith more and more film passing through the digital intermediate process, maintaining image quality is a high priority for artists and engineers alike. This paper discusses the causes of aliasing and reconstruction distortion and how to distinguish between them. The implications for digital intermediate scanning and recording, as well as the implications for digital cinema projection, are also discussed.



W



Introduction A digital intermediate (DI) is typically a sequence of scanned film frames, although in some instances the DI may originate with digital video. For film-originated content, the DI is created by scanning the processed filmnegative on a high-resolution scanner. This scanning process has been used for years in the post-production world, but recently it has become the norm for most feature films and its use in television post-production is also growing. This is because color grading, as well as more specialized effects, can be accomplished more efficiently and with more flexibility over purely optical methods. With an increasing amount of content being scanned, there is a growing awareness of spatial and temporal artifacts caused by the sampling (scanning) and reconstruction (film recording and display) processes.



Background The sampling theorem states that if the highest frequency of a continuous signal x(t) is given by Fmax and the signal is sampled at a rate greater than twice the SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal, April 2006 • www.smpte.org



ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES maximum frequency, Fs>2Fmax, then x(t) can be exactly reconstructed from the discrete samples using the sinc function as an interpolator:1 (1)



where The sampling theorem leads to the identification of two separate issues that must be dealt with in digital imaging systems. First, real-world images are not bandlimited, so there is effectively no “maximum frequency” for image content. The failure to bandlimit input signals prior to uniform sampling, results in a problem known as aliasing. Second, ideal image reconstruction requires summation over an infinite number of terms. The failure to use a reasonable approximation to the ideal reconstruction filter results in a problem known as reconstruction error. The presence of image artifacts caused by these problems in modern digital imaging workflows is usually a result of engineering tradeoffs that are made in the capture and display systems. In addition, aliasing and reconstruction error represent unfamiliar phenomena to those used to working with film-only workflows.



content, camera lens, optical filters, and the film stock itself. Proper evaluation of the maximum resolution of film is beyond the scope of this paper, but anecdotal evidence suggests that high-quality color negative 35mm film needs to be scanned with resolutions in excess of 4k pixels (horizontally) to capture the full information on the negative.4 Many modern film scanners offer several horizontal output resolutions such as 2k, 4k and higher. Proper optical design can prevent aliasing (e.g., through the use of antialiasing filters), but designers often accept some amount of aliasing to obtain higher image sharpness. Also, when downsampling the image sensor data from higher resolutions, inexpensive hardware resampling in the scanner is often used (usually pixel averaging) to achieve realtime output rates. The result is that many high-definition (HD) and 2k data scans can exhibit aliasing artifacts even if the initial high-resolution scan does not contain any aliasing.



Recording and Reconstruction Error



As a capture medium, film does not suffer from aliasing because it is effectively a nonuniform sampling device.2 For film productions that only involve the optical transfer of film from the original negative to the final print projected on the screen, uniform sampling never occurs, so aliasing cannot occur. Aliasing becomes an issue for film only when the color negatives are scanned using a uniform sampling pattern (as is the case for all current scanners). Aliasing is defined as the phenomenon that causes a high-frequency signal to take on “the identity (alias) of a lower frequency signal.”3 Once signal frequencies have aliased, they mix with the nonaliased signal content and cannot be separated. If the image being scanned is filtered such that no frequencies above the Nyquist rate reach the digital sensor (with the lens being out of focus, for example), then no aliasing will occur. Determining the maximum spatial frequency that exists on a given film frame depends upon many factors including scene



Once an image is captured digitally, there is no additional potential for aliasing to occur, unless the data is going to be resampled to a lower resolution. Assuming this is not going to happen and that no other image modifications are made, the only additional artifacts that can occur are those that arise from improper reconstruction of the image samples on a display or output device. Although it may seem nonintuitive, image display involves the creation of a continuous signal from the digital data. This is true, regardless of the display or output device. However, practical display systems are usually only crude interpolators because of cost constraints and technology limitations. The limitations can be overcome by good interpolation and upsampling prior to display. This higher resolution data, when displayed with the same technology but on a higher resolution device, typically will be of superior quality compared to the lower resolution display. Ideally, one would take the samples from the image and apply an appropriate interpolation method prior to reconstruction. In high-quality audio systems, this reconstruction is fairly common, and if shortcuts are used, the potential for problems is well known. Mitchell and Netravali5 discuss the reconstruction distortion caused by contributions from undesirable high-frequency content left by imperfect reconstruction filters. They also discuss another type of distortion caused by the attenua-
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Scanning and Aliasing



ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES tion of the desired baseband signal by the reconstruction filter. Blinn6,7 and Glassner8 suggest digital filters for digital processing to reduce reconstruction distortion



Figure 1. A scan of the ISO 12233 resolution target. Two areas will be inspected more closely and are marked using the region labels (K1 and O1) given in the ISO 12233 specification.



during interpolation. Machiraju et al.9 offer a detailed analysis of the numerical bounds on reconstruction errors. Despite the fact that reconstruction artifacts are well known, they are often accepted because cost-effective displays use poor interpolation methods, or there is a high computational cost associated with quality rendering of the data. There are also tradeoffs to improve sharpness at the expense of additional artifacts. For example, DI images scanned at 2k would require significant computational power and storage space to upsample to 4k; the bandwidth needed to transmit these images within a given post-production facility may also be prohibitive. Moreover, in some instances, the output resolution is fixed, as in the case with a 2k digital cinema master shown on a digital cinema projector at 2k. In this instance, an artist or engineer may need to trade overall sharpness of the image for a reduction in the reconstruction error in the displayed image.



Example of Reconstruction and Aliasing Artifacts



Figure 2. A close-up of region O1, often referred to as a slanted burst pattern. (a) Visible distortion is present in this 2k scan of the targets. This distortion is reconstruction error, not aliasing. (b) Image region O1 shown upsampled from 2k to 4k using Lanczos interpolation showing the reduction of reconstruction error. (c) A 4k scan of the same region on the film.



Figure 1 shows an ISO 12233 resolution test target shot on 35mm color negative film (Kodak’s Vision2 5218 stock). The film was scanned at both 2k and 4k resolutions (2048 x 1556 pixels and 4096 x 3112 pixels, respectively). Scanning at the appropriate resolution is critical to capture the full frequency content in the original signal. To illustrate this, a close-up of region O1 from the test target is shown in Fig. 2. The patterns in region O1 are referred to in the ISO 12233 standard as “tilted square wave bursts” or “slanted burst patterns.”10 Figure 2(a) reveals some kind of distortion in the scanned data. Although this is commonly considered to be aliasing, it is in fact not aliasing at all, but rather an artifact caused by the improper reconstruction of the data. The reconstruction in this case is a simple sample-and-hold reconstruction. To illustrate this point, the 2k data can be taken from this region and upsampled to 4k using a Lanczos interpolation filter, which is a high-quality approximation of a sinc function. This image is shown in Fig. 2(b). By comparing the scanned 2k image upsampled by a factor of 2 to 4k resolution using a Lanczos interpolation as shown in Fig. 2(b) with the true 4k image shown in Fig. 2(c), it can be clearly seen that the distortions present in Fig. 2(a) are not actually aliasing, but instead are reconstruction errors.
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ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES function is sampled in the spatial domain and how aliasing and reconstruction error arise in one dimension is given. The two-dimensional spectrum of a slanted cosine burst pattern is also analyzed, as well as how aliasing and reconstruction errors affect the signal spectra to produce distortions.



Reconstruction Error and Aliasing in the Spatial Domain Consider a pure cosine wave with a DC offset and scaling factor that would make the signal modulate in the range from 0 to 1. The function that would satisfy the above conditions is: 3(a)



3(b)



3(c)



(2)



Figure 3. (a) A close-up of region K1 showing aliasing and reconstruction error. (b) The same data shown upsampled by 2x using Lanczos interpolation. (c) The same data shown from a 4k scan of the frame. From just above the “11 lp/mm” marking and downward, aliasing is occurring as seen by the diverging line pattern (i.e., high frequencies appear as lower frequencies) in (a) and (b), when the lines are actually converging as seen in (c). Moreover, reconstruction error is present in (a) even for the aliased frequencies.



The artifacts in the previous example can be understood in either the spatial or frequency domain. There are advantages to analyzing aliasing and reconstruction errors in both the spatial and frequency domains. For simplicity, an example of how a one-dimension cosine



where f0 represents the frequency of the signal. Both the frequency and phase of the sampling function relative to the original continuous signal will determine the actual values of the discrete samples. For reconstruction error, a fixed sampling frequency high enough to avoid aliasing is considered. In addition, how the phase of the sampling function affects the sample values is examined. In this example, the reconstruction uses a sample-and-hold function, which is a reasonable approximation to many displays. Williams discusses the details of how frequency plays a role in the magnitude of sample-andhold reconstruction distortion.11 For the signal shown in Fig. 4, the triangles (blue) indicate the scenario in which the sampling frequency is such that the maximum and minimum values of the original signal are sampled. As the phase of the sampling changes, the modulation of the sampled signal is reduced, as seen in Fig. 4(a). The minimum modulation of the discrete samples occurs when the sampling function is out of phase by half the sampling frequency, as seen in Fig. 4(b). In this example, the maximum and minimum occur at the same phase, because the sampling frequency is commensurate with the signal frequency. In practice, the maximum and minimum will usually be sampled on different cycles. The slanted burst pattern can be modeled with this one-dimensional example because each image scanline has the same sampling frequency, but the phase of the pixels
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Focusing on the region in Fig. 1 labeled K1 to show both aliasing and reconstruction error, Fig. 3(a) shows a close-up of region K1 where aliasing and reconstruction error occur simultaneously. The aliasing can be detected as a set of diverging lines, as seen in the lower half of 3(a) and 3(b), when in fact the lines should be converging as in 3(c). The diverging lines in 3(a) and 3(b) are the result of increasing high frequencies being aliased to decreasing lower frequencies. Reconstruction error is also visible in the 2k data at frequencies both above and below where aliasing occurs. Proper interpolation can remove the reconstruction error as seen in 3(b); however, nothing can be done to fix the aliasing, except to scan at a higher resolution as in 3(c).



Analysis of Aliasing and Reconstruction Errors in the Spatial and Frequency Domains



ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES



(a)



(b)



Figure 4. (a) Peak-to-peak modulation of the sampled signal is reduced depending on the sampling frequency and on the phase of the sampling. The circles occur at the same sampling frequency as the samples indicated with triangles, yet result in lower modulation. (b) The minimum peak-to-peak modulation of the sampled data occurs when the samples are out of phase by half the sampling frequency.



is slightly different from the burst pattern. If any of the sampled signals in Fig. 4 were interpolated using the ideal sinc function, it would be possible to recover the original cosine function exactly. However, nonideal sample-and-hold interpolation will introduce significant reconstruction error. In examining the error of the nonideally reconstructed signal relative to original continuous signal, the maximum value of the sampled signal is defined as xs,max and the minimum of the maximum value as xs,min. The error due to the difference in the sampling position relative to the cosine wave is simply xs,max  xs,min. It is straightforward to show the following relation:



the total signal amplitude. This represents a severe distortion. Figure 5 shows how sampling a signal below the Nyquist rate results in samples that, when reconstructed, would result in a signal of a different frequency. This is the classic case of aliasing. Aliasing and reconstruction error can occur simultaneously in a sampled signal. A low-frequency alias of a high-frequency component will show distortions if improperly reconstructed. To illustrate this, a synthetically generated image is used (Fig. 6).



Reconstruction Error and Aliasing in the Frequency Domain



A slanted burst bar pattern may be more easily analyzed by considering only the dominant cosine term; in other words, a slanted burst cosine pattern is considered instead of a bar pattern. In the frequency domain, this pattern would consist of two delta functions that occur at the same angle as that of the burst pattern, as seen in Fig. 7. As the frequency of the burst pattern approaches the Nyquist rate, these delta functions move away from the origin. The sampling process introduces replicas of the original frequency “signature” in two dimensions, as (3) shown in Fig. 8 (only two replicas are shown, although the replicas exist at all integer multiples of fx and fy). The reconstruction of the signal using the poor frequency For example, when the sampling frequency approachdiscrimination of the sample-and-hold interpolator es the Nyquist rate (fs = 2fo) the error approaches half of results in some energy from these replicas passing through to the output. In Fig. 8, one can see that the replicas that arise from the reconstruction process result in a set of “new” cosine pairs. The original pattern has an angle of  and the frequency of that pattern has horizontal and vertical components denoted by fx and fy, respectively. As the frequency of the burst pattern increases, these components will begin to interact with the replicas during nonideal reconstruction. The angle and freFigure 5. Sampling at a rate lower than twice the signal frequency results in quency of the artifacts visible in Fig. 2(a) aliasing. 132
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(a)



(b)



(c)



Figure 6. (a) A synthetic image of a slanted burst cosine pattern. (b) Sampled at a rate lower than twice the signal frequency results in aliasing and reconstruction error when displayed using sample-hold reconstruction. (c) The sampled signal interpolated to a higher resolution using Lanczos interpolation eliminates the reconstruction error, but the aliasing remains.



correspond with the angle and frequency of the “new” set of cosine pairs formed as a result of the replicas. Using Fig. 8, it can be shown that the sampling frequency can be estimated from the known angle  and frequency fx of the original burst pattern, and the angle of the artifact pattern: (4)



Figure 9 illustrates how the frequency components of an aliased slanted cosine burst pattern appear. Notice that because of aliasing, the peaks in the central reconstruction area have a different angle than the original pattern in Fig. 7, thus resulting in lines with different angles, as seen in Fig. 6(c). Moreover, even the aliased signal components themselves can still have reconstruction errors when they occur at frequencies close to Nyquist and are reconstructed with nonideal interpolation methods.



Figure 7. The Fourier transform of a slanted cosine pattern consists of two delta functions (each denoted by an X) in the frequency domain.



This can be written in equation form as (5)



with the terms XW,avg and XB,avg being the average black and white bar values. Average white (under ideal conditions) is XW,avg = 1/4 [3 + cos (f / fs)] and average black is XB,avg = 1/4 [1  cos (f / fs)]. The values from the previous section can also be substituted into the numerator of this equation. Hence, the aliasing ratio can now be written: (6)



The ratio of the “maximum minus the minimum response” for the white bars within a burst to the “average modulation level” (equal to the average white-bar signal minus the average black-bar signal) within the burst provides the aliasing ratio for that particular spatial frequency burst.



Figure 10 shows the aliasing ratio as a function of the normalized frequency (f/fs). Clearly, the magnitude of this function goes to one as the sampling frequency approaches the Nyquist rate. Unfortunately, the aliasing ratio tells very little about aliasing. It was previously shown that the region of the image where the measurements are being taken (Fig. 2) suffers more from reconstruction distortions than from aliasing errors. Moreover, when aliasing is visible in the slanted edge patterns, it will involve a reversal of the patterns (Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)) and the aliasing ratio still measures reconstruction error. Indeed, for a single sine wave, no aliasing-related distortion is present until the sampling frequency reaches the Nyquist rate. The problem with nomenclature is not limited to the ISO specification. The computer graphics community often attributes the cause of the notorious “jaggies” to aliasing. By applying an “antialiasing filter,” these edges
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Nomenclature, ISO 12233 and “Aliasing Ratio” In the literature, the term “aliasing” is often used quite broadly to mean artifacts caused by any part of the sampling and reconstruction process. In some instances, the term is used incorrectly. The ISO 12233 standard10 defines a metric called the “aliasing ratio” as follows:



ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES terize all distortions. Clearly, it is important to emphasize the difference between aliasing and reconstruction error because the two types of distortions are caused by different mechanisms. For example, lowpass filtering prior to sampling is Figure 8. The cosine delta functions will interact with the replicas that occur and these may be needed to avoid or seen as a new cosine pair. The angle and frequency of the artifacts correspond with the angle reduce aliasing, while and magnitude of the “new” cosine pair in the frequency domain. upsampling with proper interpolation can be used to reduce reconstruction error with no additional loss in sharpness. The problem is partly due to fact that if aliasing is occurring, there is also a high probability that reconstruction Figure 9. As the patterns horizontal frequency increases beyond the Nyquist rate (in this case with errors will be present. a fixed sampling rate fo  fs / 2), the delta functions from the replicas shift and become the dominant cosine pairs and the signal exhibits aliasing. The locations of the delta functions shown in the Likewise, if reconstrucprevious figure, when the signal frequency was less than the Nyquist rate, are denoted by circles to tion errors are visible, illustrate their movement. then aliasing may also are blurred and appear to be smoother. Wolberg12 claribe a problem. The spirit of this idea is suggested with fies that the jaggies are in fact due to undesirable highthe use of the phrase “potential for aliasing.”14 However, frequency content from reconstruction errors, not aliasthere are notable problems with the metrics defined ing. The antialiasing filter being applied here is really a prereconstruction mitigation strategy, by which the energy in frequencies near the Nyquist rate is reduced to minimize reconstruction errors. In some literature, reconstruction errors are also known as post-aliasing5 and sub-Nyquist distortion.11 The failure to limit the scope of the meaning of aliasing and to be more precise about the origins of distortions has led to the current state of affairs in which the term “aliasing” is used to refer to almost any edge-related artifact in engineering and artistic circles alike. Morton et al13 attempted to provide a taxonomy of perceptual artifacts that arise from both aliasing and reconstruction error because artists tend to classify distortions based on their impact on actual image content. Yet, even in Figure 10. Aliasing ratio as a function of normalized frequency. that work, the authors used the term aliasing to charac134
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ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES there. Wittenstein et al15 proposed “aliased energy” as a measure for aliasing. Their measurement is derived from the system MTF, rather than the image content. This metric can be considered a more reliable measure of the “potential for aliasing.”



Implications for Scanning, Recording, and Digital Cinema Based on the preceding discussions, there are clear implications for how to deal with aliasing and reconstruction error when performing film scanning and recording. There are also several implications for digital cinema as well.



Scanning With scanned film, aliasing can be minimized or eliminated by constraining the input spectra (i.e., anti-alias filtering). However, even with a good optical design, scanners will typically introduce some aliasing into lower output resolution signals. The reason is that simple averaging of adjacent pixels is used prior to downsampling, instead of better quality lowpass filtering. To avoid aliasing, it is best to scan at a higher resolution and digitally post-process the data to the final lower output resolution using a well-designed lowpass filter. For example, if the workflow is going to be done in 2k, a path to achieving high-quality 2k scans is to scan at 4k and use a good lowpass filter prior to subsampling the 4k data immediately after scanning. A full explanation of filter design is beyond the scope of this paper; however, most compositing and image processing software packages offer lowpass filters of sufficient quality.



Recording For film recording and release, there are two possible approaches to minimize issues with reconstruction errors. The first is to interpolate the data to a higher resolution and record out at a higher resolution. The second approach is to filter the image to limit the frequency content near the Nyquist rate. Interpolation to a higher resolution is the preferred means for reducing reconstruction errors with non-ideal displays, because it does not lead to sharpness loss. For film workflows, laser writers with high output resolutions are widely available. For example, a 2k master can be interpolated (preferably with a sinc approximation such as Lanczos filter of sufficient extent) to 4k resoluSMPTE Motion Imaging Journal, April 2006 • www.smpte.org



tion prior to writing. Although there are associated storage and computational costs, the improvements in image quality can be substantial (Figs. 2(c) and 3(c)). Write speeds of recording equipment are typically slower at higher resolutions, so this tradeoff must be carefully considered. Since the potential for reconstruction artifacts exists if the image content contains frequencies near the Nyquist limit, the other approach is to limit the energy in high frequencies of the image in order to avoid undesirable artifacts. This may be accomplished by prefiltering the image content with a suitably designed lowpass filter prior to display or recording. The tradeoff here is that the resulting images are less sharp. Since reconstruction error is content-dependent, this loss of sharpness may be evaluated on a scene-by-scene basis.



Digital Cinema No standard projector is specified for the upcoming digital cinema standard. As a result, reconstruction error will depend on the display optics and internal image processing performed within a given projector. It is reasonable to assume that most projectors will use nonideal reconstruction when projecting the sampled image data and that the potential for reconstruction artifacts will exist if the image content contains frequencies near the Nyquist limit. The solutions to this problem are identical to those previously described for recording. For example, one might consider using a 4k projector even if the distributed content is at 2k resolution. The 2k data would be interpolated to 4k using a high-quality interpolator prior to display. Alternatively, the 2k signal may be lowpass filtered prior to display on a 2k projector, with some corresponding loss in sharpness.



Conclusion Digital intermediates may suffer from distortions caused by aliasing, reconstruction error, or a combination of these two phenomena. Scanning, sampling, and resampling operations present the potential for introducing aliasing distortions. Recording, display, and reconstruction operations present the potential for reconstruction distortions. Given the limitations of current scanners and displays, aliasing and reconstruction errors can best be minimized by oversampling and by using more optimal digital filters, both for lowpass filtering during capture and for interpolation during display. 135



ALIASING AND RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION IN DIGITAL INTERMEDIATES Aside from these workflow issues, there is also a need for improved aliasing and reconstruction error metrics in the industry, which was briefly discussed by examining the aliasing ratio in the ISO 12233 specification. Beyond this, there is a need for practitioners in the industry to be more frugal in their use of the term “aliasing.” The widespread use of this term for both aliasing and reconstruction errors can lead to inconsistencies, even in metrics defined by international standards.
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